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A note to
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Dear Teachers, please, take into account that the activities in this
workpack have been designed for intermediate to upper intermediate and
advanced level. You will find the difficulty of each activity labelled like this:

The Teachers Team
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It’s the year 1950. John, William and Henry are typical defiant teenagers in high
school, who don’t care at all about learning or understanding the world they live in.
They are always late, never pay attention in class and love playing pranks.
However, they go one step too far when, pretending to be someone else, they send
Ms. Rachel a letter asking her out on a date. The literature teacher falls for the trick
and gets quite excited until another student, Juliet, warns her of the cruel trick.
Ms. Rachel is so mad that she wants to get the boys expelled, but Juliet convinces
Ms. Rachel to give them a chance. They will be allowed to stay if they manage to
stage a Shakespeare play and perform it successfully in front of the whole school by
the end of the semester.
With Juliet’s help, John, William and Henry strive to put on a show before time
is up. They begin a journey through the world of the famous English playwright. This
experience will teach them not only about human nature, but also how to see things in
a way they never expected.
Will they have enough time? Will they be able to make the show a success and avoid
being expelled? One thing is for sure, they are certainly going to get more than they
have bargained for!

Come and join us on this journey through the world
of Shakespeare’s plays and watch
literature come to life.
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This list of vocabulary items will help you and your students understand and
enjoy the play more fully.

Nouns

chick • hips • jealousy • payback • masterpiece • weirdo • skull • charms • wig •
maid • vow • rehearsal • nurse • hanky • fortune • intermission

Verbs

stir • yell • send off • unveil • reveal • look on • interfere (in) • hear out •
stage • expel • betray • make up • try out • mess up • rehearse • deliver •
christen • baptize • weep • deny, • refuse

Adjectives

jealous • sworn • passionate (about) • timeless • manly • erroneous • gross •
weird • speechless • fair • womanish • outrageous

Adverbs

merely • strictly • otherwise • flatteringly • faithfully • perchance

Pronouns and Determiners
yonder • thy • thou • thee

Expressions and Idioms

He who laughs last, laughs longer • through and through •
take someone’s life • get carried away, get someone’s hopes up •
play a (practical) joke on someone • have something in mind • stick together • for good •
up to speed • hold your horses • set the record straight • get the feeling • take ill •
thou canst • thou dost • blow your nose • without further ado •
be/mean the world to someone • the icing on the cake •

Moral

When in a difficult situation,
be creative.
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Miss Rach

A working woman in her
early 30’s. Teacher. Very
sweet and naive. Obsessed
with Shakespeare.

John

Juliet

Student in her teens.
She is ahead of her
time, very smart and
not as feminine as
expected of her.

William

The coolest of the
group. Very popular and
a rebel.

Beatrice

Henry

A teen who is the role
model of what a
“perfect girl” in the
1950s should be.

He is more sensitive than
the rest of the group.
The clown of the
group. Appeals to
comedy to avoid
uncomfortable
situations.
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Background
ACTIVITY 1

The Great William Shakespeare.
Use the info in the word bank to complete the text below.

1616 / about 35 / businessman / education /
finest achievements / London / some well-timed investments /
Stratford-upon-Avon / the majority of his sonnets / three

William Shakespeare was born in 1)
- on 23rd April 1564. His father William
was a successful local 2)
, and his mother Mary was the daughter of a landowner.
Relatively prosperous, it is likely the family paid for William’s 3)
, although there is
no evidence he attended university.
In 1582 William, aged only 18, married an older woman named Anne Hathaway. They had
4)
children, Susanna, Hamnet and Juliet. Their only son Hamnet died aged just 11.
After his marriage, information about the life of Shakespeare is sketchy, but it seems he spent
most of his time in 5)
– writing and acting in his plays.
Due to 6)
, Shakespeare was able to secure a firm financial background, leaving
time for writing and acting. The best of these investments was buying some real estate near
Stratford in 1605, which soon doubled in value.
It seemed Shakespeare didn’t mind being absent from his family – he only returned home
during Lent when all the theatres were closed. It is thought that during the 1590s he wrote
7)
. This was a time of prolific writing and his plays developed a good deal of
interest and controversy. His early plays were mainly comedies (e.g. Much Ado about Nothing,
A Midsummer’s Night Dream) and histories (e.g. Henry V)
By the early Seventeenth Century, Shakespeare had begun to write plays in the genre of
tragedy. These plays, such as Hamlet, Othello and King Lear, often hinge on some fatal error
or flaw in the lead character and provide fascinating insights into the darker aspects of human
nature. These later plays are considered Shakespeare’s 8)
.
Shakespeare died in 9)
; it is not clear how he died, and numerous suggestions
have been put forward.
In 1616, there was an outbreak of typhus (The New Fever) which may have been the cause.
The average life expectancy of someone born in London, England in the Sixteenth Century was
10)
years old, Shakespeare died at the age of 52.
source: extract from
https://www.biographyonline.net/poets/william_shakespeare.html
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Background
ACTIVITY 2

Shakespeare plays hit the headlines.
Match.

BLOODBATH AT DANISH COURT
FROLICSOME FAIRIES CAUSE LOVE MIX-UP
DOUBLE TEEN DEATH HORROR
END OF TYRANT THANE’S RUTHLESS RULE
GIVE ME MY POUND OF FLESH!
KATE WEDS!
NEW RULER BESTS BRUTUS IN BATTLE
DUKE RESCUED FROM HAUNTED ISLE
SCANDAL AT ALTAR RUINS TOP SOCIETY WEDDING
VENETIAN GENERAL KILLS NEW WIFE
FAMILY’S MIRACULOUS REUNION
1. The Taming of the Shrew

7. Hamlet

2. The Winter’s Tale

8. Julius Caesar

3. Romeo and Juliet

9. Much Ado About Nothing

4. Macbeth

10. The Tempest

5. The Merchant of Venice

11. Othello

6. A Midsummer Night’s Dream
adapted from
http://www.bbc.co.uk/drama/shakespeare/
60secondshakespeare/themes_index.shtml
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Background
ACTIVITY 3

How much do you know about William Shakespeare?
Read Shakespeare’s biography below. Decide with a partner what questions are needed to get the missing
information. Check with your teacher where to look for the answers.

William Shakespeare was born in (1)__where?__ on (2)___when?__.
His father (3)__what about him?__, and his mother (4)__what about her?__. Relatively
prosperous, it is likely the family paid for Williams education, although there is no
evidence he attended university.
(5)__when?__ William, aged only 18, married an older woman named Anne Hathaway.
They had three children, (6) __what were their names?__. Their only son died aged
just 11.
After his marriage, information about the life of Shakespeare is sketchy, but it seems
he spent most of his time in London – (7) __what did he do there?__.
(8)__why?__, Shakespeare was able to secure a firm financial background, leaving
time for writing and acting. The best of these investments was buying some real
estate near Stratford in 1605, which soon doubled in value.
It seemed Shakespeare didn’t mind being absent from his family –he only returned
home (9) __when?__. It is thought that during the 1590s he wrote the majority of his
(10) __what?__. This was a time of prolific writing and his plays developed a good deal
of (11) __what?__. His early plays were mainly comedies (e.g. (12)__examples?__)
and histories (e.g. (13)__examples?__)
By the early Seventeenth Century, Shakespeare had begun to write plays in the genre
of (14)__what genre?__. These plays, such as (15)__can you name 3?__, often hinge
on some fatal error or flaw in the lead character and provide fascinating insights into
the darker aspects of human nature. These later plays are considered Shakespeare’s
finest achievements.
Shakespeare died in (16) __when?__; it is not clear how he died, and numerous
suggestions have been put forward.
In 1616, there was an outbreak of typhus (The New Fever) which may have been the
cause. The average life expectancy of someone born in London, England in
the Sixteenth Century was about 35 years old, Shakespeare died at the age
of (17)__how old?__.
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T he story
ACTIVITY 4

This is a synopsis of the play you are going to watch.
Read the paragraphs and decide on their correct order.

a

Come and join us on this journey through the world of Shakespeare’s plays and
watch literature come to life.

b

Will they have enough time? Will they be able to make the show a success and
avoid being expelled? One thing is for sure, they are certainly going to get more
than they have bargained for!

c

With Juliet’s help, John, William and Henry strive to put on a show before time is
up. They begin a journey through the world of the famous English playwright. This
experience will teach them not only about human nature, but also how to see things
in a way they never expected.

d

However, they go one step too far when, pretending to be someone else, they
send Ms. Rachel a letter asking her out on a date. The literature teacher falls for the
trick and gets quite excited until another student, Juliet, warns her of the cruel trick.
Ms. Rachel is so mad that she wants to get the boys expelled, but Juliet convinces
Ms. Rachel to give them a chance. They will be allowed to stay if they manage to
stage a Shakespeare play and perform it successfully in front of the whole school
by the end of the semester.

e

It’s the year 1950. John, William and Henry are typical defiant teenagers in high
school, who don’t care at all about learning or understanding the world they live in.
They are always late, never pay attention in class and love playing pranks.

1:

2:

3:

4:

5:
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T he story
ACTIVITY 5

This is a synopsis of the play you are going to watch.
Read the paragraphs and decide on a suitable word from the options given.

It’s the year 1950. John, William and Henry are typical defiant 1)
in high school,
who don’t 2)
at all about learning or understanding the world they 3)
in. They are always late, never pay 4)
in class and love playing 5)
.
attention

care

live

pranks

teenagers

6)
, they go one step too far when, pretending to be someone else, they send
Ms. Rachel a 7)
asking her out on a date. The 8)
teacher falls
for the trick and gets quite excited until another student, Juliet, warns her of the cruel trick.
Ms. Rachel is so mad that she wants to get the boys 9)
, but Juliet convinces
Ms. Rachel to give them a chance. They will be allowed to stay if they manage to stage a
Shakespeare play and perform it 10)
in front of the whole school by the end of
the semester.
expelled

however

letter

literature

successfully

With Juliet’s 11)
, John, William and Henry 12)
to put on a show
before time is up. They begin a journey through the world of the famous English
13)
. This experience will teach them not only about human 14)
,
but also how to see things in a way they never 15)
.
expected

help

nature

playwright

strive

Will they have 16)
time? Will they be able to make the show a 17)
and avoid being expelled? One thing is for sure, they are certainly 18)
more than they have bargained for!
enough

going

to get

success

Come and join us on this 19)
through the world of Shakespeare’s
20)
and watch literature come to life.
plays

journey
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T he story
ACTIVITY 6

This is a synopsis of the play you are going to watch.
Identify the 10 mistakes and correct them.

It’s the year 1950. John, William and Henry are typical defiant teenagers at high
school, which don’t care at all about learning or understanding the world they live in.
They are always late, never pay attention in class and love playing pranks.
However, they go one step too far when, pretending to be someone else, they send
Ms. Rachel a letter asking her out on a date. The literature teacher falls with the trick
and gets quite excited until another student, Juliet, warns her from the cruel trick.
Ms. Rachel is so mad with the boys for interfering her life that she wants to get them
expelled. Fortunately, Juliet convinces Ms. Rachel to give them a chance. They will
be allowed to stay if they will manage to stage a Shakespeare play and perform it
successfully in front of the whole school by the end of the semester.
With Juliet’s help, John, William and Henry strive to put up a show before time is
up. They begin a journey through the world of the famous English playwright. This
experience will teach them not only about human nature, but how to see things in a
way they never expected.
Will they have enough time? Will they be able to make the show a success and avoid
to be expelled? One thing is for sure, they are certainly going to get more than they
have bargained for!
Come and join us on this journey through the world of Shakespeare’s plays and watch
literature come to live.
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Words, words, words
ACTIVITY 7

What idioms can you form?
Match a verb from box 1 with a phrase from box 2 to form an idiom. Then check their definitions in a dictionary.

BOX 1
hold
be

mean

blow

play

bring

set

get (x3)

stick

have

take

BOX 2

together

someone’s life

your horses

carried away

the record straight

someone’s hopes up

the feeling

a joke

your nose

something in mind

the world to someone

someone up to speed

the icing on the cake
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Words, words, words
ACTIVITY 8

Use the idioms in Activity 7 to complete the sentences below.

1. William,

(us). What else have you planned?

2. Only God can give or

, some believe.

3. We girls have to

.

4. I just

that he’s mad at me. Did I do something

wrong?
5. Still, we must not

by emotion.

6. I’ll discuss it with Miss Rachel and we’ll see. Don’t

sweetie.

7. This must be someone’s evil, twisted prank.
But who would

on me? No one.

8. Whichever Shakespeare play you

for your show,

please make sure you understand the words well.
9. I thought Othello was the

, but now there’s more on

top of that.
10. But that play was very moving, and it would

to me

to see it again.
11. He headed for his class but the headmaster stopped him. “

.

Come into the office for a minute. We need to talk.”
12. Most people use tissue nowadays to

instead of hankies.

13. There have been a lot of crazy rumors flying around for the last few days, so I’d like
to

once and for all.
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Words, words, words
ACTIVITY 9

Draw the idiom.

the icing e
k
on the ca

r
blow you
nose

to
bring up
speed

d
get carrie
away

get
’s
someonep
hopes u

get the
feeling

have
g
somethin
in mind

hold your
horses

mean the
world to
someone

e
play a jokne
on someo

set the
record
straight

stick
together

take
’s
someone
life

your own

your own
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Words, words, words
ACTIVITY 10

Taboo.
Have you ever played this clue game? This game aims at guessing the GUESS WORD with the clues given,
but there are some forbidden/TABOO words.
Imagine the word you have to guess is CHEERLEADER. Your friend will have a card like this, and he won’t
be allowed to use the words in it. So, he/she might say the following clues for you to guess: Someone
who dances and shouts in a special outfit to support a football team. She carries a pompom as she
chants and jumps.

CHEERLEADER
School girl
Sing
Encourage
American sport

How to play the game: Your teacher will give each team a set of words for you to design the
cards. Once all the cards are ready, put them together and start playing the game. The cluegiver draws a card. The word at the top of the card is the guess word the clue-giver is trying
to get his or her teammates to say. The four words below the guess word are the TABOO
words the clue-giver CANNOT say when giving clues for the guess word. If the teammates
guess in a given time, they score a point, and then the turn moves to the other team.
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Grammar & Structures
ACTIVITY 11

Old English versus Modern English.
Match. Then label J (Juliet), R (Romeo).

English
Old

Modern

English

What light through yonder
window breaks?

You’d be yourself even if you
ceased to be a Montague.

Deny thy father and refuse thy
name!

Do you love me?

Or if thou wilt not, be but
sworn my love and I’ll no
longer be a Capulet.
Tis but thy name that is my
enemy.
Thou are thyself, even if you
were not a Montague.
So Romeo would, were he not
Romeo called, retain that dear
perfection which he owes.
Call me but “Love”, and I’ll be
new baptized.
Are thou not Romeo and a
Montague?
Neither, fair maid, if either
thee dislike.
Dost thou love me?

Deny your father and give up
your name!
I won’t be either, beautiful girl,
if you don’t like them.
What light is that in the
window over there?
It’s only your name that is my
enemy.
So even if Romeo had some
other name, he would still be
perfect.
Just call me “Love” and that
will be my new name.
Or if you won’t, just say you
love me and I’ll stop being a
Capulet
Aren’t you Romeo and a
Montague?
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Grammar & Structures
ACTIVITY 12

Multiple Choice.
Choose the word that best collocates in the following sentences.

1.
Shakespeare was a very ………………………………. writer - he produced
roughly two plays a year between 1594 and 1611.
a. fertile

b. fruitful

c. prolific

d. copious

you wish to see Shakexperience, tickets can be obtained

2.
at the box office.

a. Should

b. Did

c. Do

d. Had

3. Before the performance, Juliet and the boys spent many hours
a. rehearsing

b. training

c. testing

4. The performance will begin at 7:30 unless
your ticket.
a. further

b. otherwise

indicated on
c. differently

5. As the play unfolds, it is evident that
most dramatic action in Othello.
a. jealousy
6. At first the boys
a. refused

d. other
is the cause of

b. envious

c. jealous

d. hated

having written the fake love letter to Miss Rachel.
b.denied

c. rejected

7. His comments left me
a. outspoken

d. preparing

d. declined

with rage.
b. unspeakable

c. mute

d. speechless
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Drama Games &Activities
ACTIVITY 13

Speakers’ Corners.
Find out about these special corners in Hyde Park, London. What are they like? Who are the speakers there?
What do they talk about? What do they stand on?
It’s your turn!

T he woman’s role has improved since the 1950s.
Women were happier in the 1950s.
Choose one of these statements. Make down notes and organize your ideas to impress your mates with a
clear speech on the topics of your concern.
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Drama Games &Activities
ACTIVITY 14

Romeo and Juliet: Balcony Scene in Modern English.
Cut out, re-order and act out.
Romeo jumps over the Capulets’ garden wall, and searches for Juliet. Juliet walks onto the balcony outside
her room. Juliet speaks although she doesn’t realize at first that Romeo is listening. She’s troubled by the
possibility of loving the son of her families’ sworn enemy. Juliet eventually realizes Romeo is there, who swears
his love.The scene ends with the two setting to marry the following day.

You’d be yourself even if you ceased to be a Montague.
Do you love me?
Deny your father and give up your name!
I won’t be either, beautiful girl, if you don’t like them.
What light is that in the window over there?
It’s only your name that is my enemy.
So even if Romeo had some other name, he would still be perfect.
Just call me “Love” and that will be my new name.
Or if you won’t, just say you love me and I’ll stop being a Capulet.
Aren’t you Romeo and a Montague?
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Drama Games &Activities
ACTIVITY 15

Playing Othello.
How much do you know about this tragedy?
This is an extract from the script of the play you are about to watch. Read it, decide on the characters, their
feelings and ACT IT OUT!
Juliet starts telling the story. The boys start dramatizing the different situations in different ways. They
interrupt from time to time to ask Juliet questions and her clear answers help them understand the plot.
This is the guidance retold by Juliet:
1) Othello is a Moorish General and he falls in love with Desdemona.
2) Questions: Othello is black and a General? A: Yes, he is. Q: And Desdemona falls in love with
him? A: Yes, she does. Passionately.
(The boys dramatize the situation in a funny way and they all have fun. Henry tries to embrace Juliet,
she pushes him. He gets John.)
3) Othello and Desdemona marry in secret! But Iago, a soldier in Othello’s army betrays
him and tells Desdemona’s father about their wedding.
4) Questions: And what did the old man say? A: He was furious. Q: I can imagine that! In those
times! Q: Girls don’t marry black boys now! Imagine then! J: Well some day they will!
5) Desdemona’s father, Brabantio, arrives with officers to confront Othello.
6) Questions: (By now the boys are quite interested in the plot) And what happened? Did they fight?
A: No fight. Q: How’s that? A: Desdemona explained to her father that she hadn’t been
seduced by Othello and that their love was stronger than anything else. Q: Did Shakespeare
write about those things in those times? A: Yes, he did. Q: Well, I have to say that he is pretty cool!
Q: Who? Othello or Shakespeare? A: Shakespeare, you fool. Q: Go on Juliet!
7) Later, the Senators send Othello away for battle and he leaves Desdemona under the
care of Iago and his wife, Emilia.
8) Questions: But isn’t Iago an enemy? A: Yes, he is. But Othello does not know this.
9) Iago makes up an affair between Michael Cassio, another soldier, and Desdemona…
10) Questions: that Iago is a terrible human being! J: I agree! And he made sure that Othello
found out! Q: Uhhhhh! Q: What happened in the end?
11) Othello believes him and he is decided to kill Desdemona.
12) Questions: No! A: Yes! Q: Can’t Othello see that everything is a lie? A: No. Q: Does he kill her?
A: Yes! Q: How?
13) Othello goes to Desdemona’s room and strangles her in spite of her begging shouts.
When Emilia enters the room and tells Othello that it was all Iago’s lies, he kills himself.
And finally Iago kills Emilia, his wife. (Henry could scream the characters names as they die)
14) Questions:Wow! What a story! A: Yes. That’s why Shakespeare is a classic. He describes
human nature. Like Miss Rachel always says, it’s really… timeless. H: Guys!!! I think …I
might be starting to like Shakespeare. (Worried/They all laugh).
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Characters
ACTIVITY 16

The characters’ personality traits could be spotted clearly on the play.
How much do you remember about them?

Miss Rachel:
Juliet:
William:
John:
Henry:
Beatrice:

Read the characteristics below and match them to the people above. Think of situations on the play that
illustrate these descriptions.

a

d

A working woman in
her early 30s.
A smart student in
her teens.

g
Very popular and
a rebel.
j

Obsessed with
Shakespeare.

b

e

The coolest in
the group.
More sensitive than
the rest of the boys.

h

c

Not as feminine as
expected.

f
Plays pranks.
i

Clown of the group.
k

Ahead of her time.
l

Very sweet and naive.

Role model of the
perfect girl.
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Characters
ACTIVITY 17

Whose line is it?
Read the lines below and decide who said it!

I won’t play Juliet.
So stop saying
that. In fact, I think
William would be
the ideal Juliet.
Look at that pretty
face! And he is tall
so that might be
funny!

Get up! You are
messing up the
dress! You can’t
just throw yourself
on the floor like
that!

I was right! She
will never suspect
that we wrote that
“lovely letter”.
Sick of class, sick
of studying, sick of
exams…

It is the other way
around. He feels so
enthusiastic about
this Shakespeare
show that he has
invited some other
Headmasters
from four different
schools!

I think they wanted to play a
practical joke on you. I heard
them laughing and saying that
they wrote the letter!
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Characters
ACTIVITY 18

Characters NOW & THEN.
Complete the chart with the characterics you already know of each character and think what they would be
like nowadays, according to the changes through time.

CHARACTER

THEN (1950s)

NOW (2019)

Miss Rachel
Juliet
William
Henry
John
Beatrice
What about you? What do you think your life would have
been like in the 1950s?
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T he story
ACTIVITY 19

Play Analysis.
Complete with information about the play you have seen.

Title
Playwright
Plot

Genre

Characters
Main
Secondary

Setting
Time

place

Introduction

Rising action

Conflict
Outcome
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T he story
ACTIVITY 20

The play on Social Media!
John, William, Henry & Juliet travelled to our times! They bought a cell phone and learned to use it immediately.
In pairs, think of key moments of the play. Now, write the possible hashtags they shared on Instagram.
Look for @buenosairesplayers on IG and write your comments!

Johh, William, Henry & Juliet
Shakexperience

Johh, William, Henry & Juliet 2019 #___________
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T he story
ACTIVITY 21

Modern Movies & Shakespeare.
The films (on the right) below were based on Shakespeare’s plays (on the left).
Can you match the titles? You can surf the web to get to know more about plots and characters.

Have you read these?

Othello

Romeo and Juliet

Twelfth Night

A Midsummer
Night’s Dream

Hamlet

The Taming of
the Shrew

Have you seen these?

10 Things
I Hate
About You

Get Over It

O

Shakespeare
In Love

She’s The Man

The Lion King
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Words, words, words
ACTIVITY 22

This game is played like our traditional “CHANCHO VA!”
You need a set of cards for each player. Each set of cards has three cards. Therefore if 10 students are
playing you need 10 sets, of 3 cards each, 30 cards in all.

Card 1
Phrase

Card 3
Example

Card 2

Definition

The Icing
on the
Cake

something
that makes a
good situation
even better

We love
Shakes
pe
an havin are,
g the
play pe
rfor
in old E med
ng
was the lish
icing
on the
cake.
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Words, words, words
ACTIVITY 23

Charades.
Cut out one set of the sentences below.

We girls must stick together.
Chicks die for us!
Iago was a soldier in times of war.
You are messing up the dress.
He who laughs last, laughs longer.
You will be expelled for good.
Stop your womanish weeping.
Othello decided it was time for payback.
Emilia dies proud that she set the record straight.
Hold your horses, babe!
The scene of the balcony is a timeless masterpiece.
It means the world to me!
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Words, words, words
ACTIVITY 24

Wordsearch.
Find TEN words related to Shakespeare’s world in the puzzle below.

R

Z

R

M

H

T

K

V

Q

N

P

I

G

P

O

N

O

D

H

F

A

F

X

Z

U

E

X

L

Q

L

F

B

M

X

T

R

M

F

Y

Z

T

A

O

M

L

A

K

T

E

V

E

F

L

O

L

Y

P

B

P

E

R

Y

C

M

O

V

B

N

E

W

P

L

E

I

H

H

I

T

L

M

A

G

C

R

T

Q

A

T

A

T

D

D

O

W

G

D

N

I

A

W

H

Y

H

E

O

F

L

I

A

C

A

G

D

H

M

H

E

E

D

G

X

A

W

H

C

H

W

M

J

L

Z

Y

A

J

P

H

D

X

D

T

Q

O

Q

H

U

D

K

T

R

F

V

S

T

E

N

N

O

S

X

E

L

W

R

S

O

I

Z

M

D

I

J

Q

Z

G

Z

W

I

E

Q

S

C

O

M

E

D

Y

F

A

K

Y

M

X

E

I

I

Y

W

Q

B

B

S

R

V

O

N

Z

O

C

T

C

S

Z

B

R

C

T

Y

C

Y

J

Y

U

Y

D

N

Explain their meaning and how they are
related to the famous poet.
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Grammar & Structures
ACTIVITY 25

Writing.
You are an Entertainment Specialist!
Write a REVIEW of the play you saw and grade it! Write about 100 words.

Magazine
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Grammar & Structures
ACTIVITY 26

Shakespearean grammar.
Read the following text about the grammar that Shakespeare used, and discuss the questions with your group.

Changes in English grammar since Shakespeare’s times. In order to read
and understand Shakespeare, it is important to know that certain aspects
of English grammar have changed since Shakespeare’s time. Probably the
most important change is that English no longer has two ‘you’ forms. In
Shakespeare’s time, ‘you’ was used as a more polite form, and ‘thou’ as
a more familiar form. ‘You’ was also used for addressing more than one
person and ‘thou’ to address one person. ‘Thou’ also had different verb
conjugations to ‘you’, so Shakespeare would have said ‘you are’, but ‘thou
art’, ‘you have’ but ‘thou hast’. The third person (he, she, it) also had different
verb conjugations, with, for example, ‘hath’, ‘doth’ and ‘seeth’ instead of the
modern ‘has’, ‘does’ and ‘sees’.

1. What two differences were there between ‘thou’ and ‘you’?
2. Give an example of a Shakespearean verb ending for ‘thou’ and for ‘he’.
3. Does your language (or any other language you know about) have two ‘you’ forms like
Shakespearean English?

adapted from: www.teachingenglish.org.uk
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Grammar & Structures
ACTIVITY 27

Unusual things could have happened!
Think of unusual things that could have happened during the play… but let one of your partners guess!
Follow your teacher’s guidelines.

‘What would you have done if this had happened?’.
‘If this had happened, I would have bought some flowers’.
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Drama Games &Activities
ACTIVITY 28

King/Queen’s Throne!
Shakespeare’s plays took place in Queen Elizabeth’s time. The Queen loved theatre. Let’s pretend you are the
ruler of the time and play this game with your group!

Place your chairs in a circle, with the “KING/ QUEEN’s THRONE” placed in the
middle of the circle. One of you sits on it and starts retelling an aspect of the play
they have seen (pretending to be the KING/QUEEN). When this person runs out of
ideas, and if at least one minute has elapsed, he says “NEW KING/ NEW QUEEN”
so that everyone moves around to find a new chair. The KING or QUEEN who sits
on the empty THRONE goes on with the retelling of the play, and so on. Everyone in
the class MUST contribute to this activity so that the whole play is retold.
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Drama Games &Activities
ACTIVITY 29

Performing the characters.
Write the names of the Shakexperience characters on slips of paper and put them in a hat/container.
Ask students to work solo or in pairs. Each person or pair picks a character from the hat. After 1 minute
preparation the solo student or the pair will perform a selected scene from the play.
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Drama Games &Activities
ACTIVITY 30

Bodies in Action!
Work in groups of five or so. Think of a scene you liked of the play. Decide within your group how to represent
this scene with clear body language. No words can be used. Once you have made the decision, make a frozen
scene and take a picture to share with the rest of the class.
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Suggested Activity
ACTIVITY 31

Listening for gist.

Do you think Shakespeare’s plays are still relevant in the 21st century?
Watch this TED talk by John Bolton. He discusses the lessons from Shakespeare that resonate in the present.
Complete the table with the lessons we can learn from the four plays below.

Play

Lesson

Henry V

Othello

The Tempest

Hamlet

The Most Important
Lesson

www.youtube.com/watch?v=5vM_8E7vut4
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Song 1

We are the bad guys
Listen and choose the option you hear.

Fill in the lyrics with a suitable word. Then
listen and check. The initial letter is given.

WILLIAM
I feel the rock / block
I sing and glance / dance
My body’s rocking / knocking
And my blood is boiling / spoiling
I’m rock rock rocking
I’m rock rock rocking
All day, all night
I can’t stop rocking
Hear / Here my guitar
Hear / Here my drums
We’re gonna rock / block
All day, all night

3 BOYS
We’re the bad g
We’re the bad g
We’ve got a b________
And ch
die for us!
We’re the bad g
We like to rock
That’s why we’re gonna play
t
!
Listen and choose the option you hear.

Fill in the lyrics with a suitable word. Then
listen and check. The initial letter is given.
3 BOYS
We’re the bad g
We’re the bad g
We’ve got a b
And ch
die for us!
We’re the bad g
We like to rock
That’s why we’re gonna play t
Listen and choose the option you hear.
JOHN
My car / heart stirs
My feet / flea can’t stop
When I hear / here
A rock and roll band / gang
I’m rock rock rocking
I’m rock rock rocking
All day, all night
I can’t stop rocking
Hear / Here my guitar
Hear / Here my drums
We’re gonna rock
All day, all night
I’m rock rock rocking / blocking
All day, all night

HENRY
My hips are dirt / alert
When I hear / here someone play
We’ll make you dance / glance
We’ll make you smell / yell
My guitar will burn / turn
Like hell / gel!
Fill in the lyrics with a suitable word. Then
listen and check. The initial letter is given.

!

3 BOYS
We’re the bad g
We’re the bad g
We’ve got a b
And ch
die for us!
We’re the bad g
We like to rock
And that’s why we’re gonna
And that’s why we’re gonna
And that’s why we’re gonna play
t
!
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Song 2

Othello’s blues
Put the lines in order.

BOYS:
And now we’re gonna sing it for the audience.
This is the story of our brother named Othello,
But their story was filled with jealousy and hate
He was a black General in times of war
Our brother named Othello, Othello the Moor
Desdemona, the Duke’s daughter, was his true love
Match the halves.

1. Iago was a soldier

a. him off to war

2. And told the lady’s

b. it’s true.

3. The angry Duke,

c. could do.

4. Wanted to kill

d. father about the marriage

5. Yeah, baby,

e. poor Othello

6. But Desdemona said:
“Daddy,

f. upset and confused

7. So they sent
8. Nothing he

g. in Othello’s army
h. I love him through and
through.”
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Song 2

Othello’s blues
Complete the lines with the missing words.

This is the story of our
Our brother

named Othello,
Othello, Othello the Moor

Iago was so

of Othello’s luck

So he told him Desdemona was having a little fun
With

Cassio

So Othello went mad
And decided it was time for

, yes it was.

He went to Desdemona’s room and took her life
He never paid

to her screams and shouts

Then Emilia came in and told Othello about the lies
Othello thought “I have to kill

right now.”

Cruel Iago killed Emilia, his humble wife
For unveiling the
For revealing the
This was the story of our
Our brother

.
named Othello,
Othello, Othello the Moor.
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Song 1

We are the bad guys
WILLIAM
I feel the rock
I sing and dance
My body’s rocking
And my blood is boiling
I’m rock rock rocking
I’m rock rock rocking
All day, all night
I can’t stop rocking
Hear my guitar
Hear my drums
We’re gonna rock
All day, all night
3 BOYS
We’re the bad guys
We’re the bad guys
We’ve got a band
And chicks die for us!
We’re the bad guys
We like to rock
That’s why we’re gonna play tonight!
JOHN
My heart stirs
My feet can’t stop
When I hear
A rock and roll band
I’m rock rock rocking
I’m rock rock rocking
All day, all night
I can’t stop rocking
Hear my guitar
Hear my drums
We’re gonna rock
All day, all night

3 BOYS
We’re the bad guys
We’re the bad guys
We’ve got a band
And chicks die for us
We’re the bad guys
We like to rock
And that’s why we’re gonna play
tonight
HENRY
My hips are alert
When I hear someone play
We’ll make you dance
We’ll make you yell
My guitar will burn
Like hell!
3 BOYS
We’re the bad guys
We’re the bad guys
We’ve got a band
And chicks die for us
We’re the bad guys
We like to rock
And that’s why we’re gonna
And that’s why we’re gonna
And that’s why we’re gonna
play tonight!
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Song 2

Othello’s blues
BOYS
This is the story of our brother named Othello,
Our brother named Othello, Othello the Moor
He was a black General in times of war
Desdemona, the Duke’s daughter, was his true love
But their story was filled with jealousy and hate
And now we’re gonna sing it for the audience.
Iago was a soldier in Othello’s army
And told the lady’s father about the marriage
The angry Duke, upset and confused
Wanted to kill poor Othello
Yeah, baby, it’s true.
But Desdemona said: “Daddy, I love him through and through.”
So they sent him off to war
Nothing he could do.
This is the story of our brother named Othello,
Our brother named Othello, Othello the Moor
Iago was so jealous of Othello’s luck
So he told him Desdemona was having a little fun
With silly Cassio
So Othello went mad
And decided it was time for payback, yes it was.
He went to Desdemona’s room and took her life
He never paid attention to her screams and shouts
Then Emilia came in and told Othello about the lies
Othello thought “I have to kill myself right now.”
Cruel Iago killed Emilia, his humble wife
For unveiling the truth
For revealing the lies.
This was the story of our brother named Othello,
Our brother named Othello, Othello the Moor.
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Index
ACTIVITY

KEY

PAGE

Background
1

The Great William
Shakespeare
source: extract from https://
www.biographyonline.net/poets/
william_shakespeare.html

1. Stratford-upon-Avon / 2. businessman / 3. education /
4. three / 5. London / 6. some well-timed investments /
7. the majority of his sonnets / 8. finest achievements / 9. 1616 /
10. about 35

6

Background
3

Shakespeare plays hit the
headlines
Some of Shakespeare’s
plays have been summarised
as if the events had actually
happened. Get students to
read the headlines and try to
match each with the name of a
play at the bottom of the play.
You may ask them to work in
small groups and use prior
knowledge to work it out. Then
give time to confirm hypotheses
doing internet searches, or
you may refer them to the
articles written by BBC staff:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/drama/

Bloodbath at Danish court = Hamlet
Frolicsome fairies cause love mix-up= A Midsummer Night’s
Dream
Double Teen Death Horror = Romeo and Juliet
End of Tyrant Thane’s Ruthless Rule = MacBeth
Give me my pound of flesh! = The Merchant of Venice
Kate Weds!= The Taming of the Shrew
New Ruler Bests Brutus in Battle = Julius Caesar
Duke rescued from haunted isle = The Tempest
Scandal at altar ruins top society wedding = Much Ado About
Nothing
Venetian General Kills New Wife = Othello
Family’s Miraculous Reunion = The Winter’s Tale

7

William Shakespeare was born in Stratford-upon-Avon on 23rd
April 1564.
His father William was a successful local businessman, and
his mother Mary was the daughter of a landowner. Relatively
prosperous, it is likely the family paid for Williams education,
although there is no evidence he attended university.
In 1582 William, aged only 18, married an older woman named
Anne Hathaway. They had three children, Susanna, Hamnet and
Juliet. Their only son Hamnet died aged just 11.
After his marriage, information about the life of Shakespeare
is sketchy, but it seems he spent most of his time in London –
writing and acting in his plays.
Due to some well-timed investments, Shakespeare was able to
secure a firm financial background, leaving time for writing and
acting. The best of these investments was buying some real
estate near Stratford in 1605, which soon doubled in value.
It seemed Shakespeare didn’t mind being absent from his family
– he only returned home during Lent when all the theatres were
closed. It is thought that during the 1590s he wrote the majority
of his sonnets. This was a time of prolific writing and his plays
developed a good deal of interest and controversy. His early
plays were mainly comedies (e.g. Much Ado about Nothing, A
Midsummer’s Night Dream) and histories (e.g. Henry V)
By the early Seventeenth Century, Shakespeare had begun
to write plays in the genre of tragedy. These plays, such as
Hamlet, Othello and King Lear, often hinge on some fatal error
or flaw in the lead character and provide fascinating insights
into the darker aspects of human nature. These later plays are
considered Shakespeare’s finest achievements.
Shakespeare died in 1616; it is not clear how he died, and
numerous suggestions have been put forward.
In 1616, there was an outbreak of typhus (“The new fever”)
which may have been the cause. The average life expectancy of
someone born in London, England in the Sixteenth Century was
about 35 years old, Shakespeare died age 52.

8

LEVEL

TEACHER’S CORNER
BEFORE WATCHING ACTIVITIES

1

2

How much do you know
about William Shakespeare?

3

Background
source: extract from https://
2-3
www.biographyonline.net/poets/
william_shakespeare.html
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4

The Story
1

Synopsis of the play
Put the paragraphs in the
correct order.

1. e / 2. d / 3. c / 4. b / 5. a

5

The Story
1-2

Synopsis of the play
Complete the paragraphs with
the words given.

1. teenagers / 2. care / 3. live / 4. attention / 5. pranks /
6. however / 7. letter / 8. literature / 9. expelled / 10. successfully /
11. help / 12. strive / 13. playwright /14. nature / 15. expected /
16. enough / 17. success / 18. going / 19. journey / 20. plays

6

The Story
3

7

Words,
words,
words
1-2

8

9

Synopsis.
The synopsis on the page has
10 mistakes. Get students to
identify and correct the text.

9

It’s the year 1950. John, William and Henry are typical defiant
teenagers in high school, who don’t care at all about learning or
understanding the world they live in. They are always late, never
pay attention in class and love playing pranks.
However, they go one step too far when, pretending to be
someone else, they send Ms. Rachel a letter asking her out on
a date. The literature teacher falls for the trick and gets quite
excited until another student, Juliet, warns her of the cruel trick.
Ms. Rachel is so mad with the boys for interfering in her life that
she wants to get them expelled. Fortunately, Juliet convinces
Ms. Rachel to give them a chance. They will be allowed to stay
if they will manage to stage a Shakespeare play and perform
it successfully in front of the whole school by the end of the
semester.
With Juliet’s help, John, William and Henry strive to put on a
show before time is up. They begin a journey through the world
of the famous English playwright. This experience will teach
them not only about human nature, but also how to see things in
a way they never expected.
Will they have enough time? Will they be able to make the show
a success and avoid being expelled? One thing is for sure, they
are certainly going to get more than they have bargained for!
Come and join us on this journey through the world of
Shakespeare’s plays and watch literature come to life.

10

11

What idioms can you form?

be the icing on the cake / blow your nose / bring someone up
to speed / get carried away / get someone’s hopes up / get the
feeling / have something in mind / hold your horses / mean the
world to someone / play a joke on someone / set the record
straight / stick together / take someone’s life

12

Words,
words,
words
1-2-3

Use the idioms in exercise 7 to
complete the sentences

1. bring us up to speed / 2. take life / 3. stick together /
4. got the feeling / 5. get carried away / 6. get your hopes up /
7. play a joke / 8. have in mind / 9. icing on the cake /
10. mean the world / 11. hold your horses / 12. blow their
noses / 13. set the record straight

13

Words,
words,
words
1-2-3

Draw the idiom.
Cut out the cards. Complete
the last two cards with any
other idioms your students have
learned. Shuffle the cards and
get students in teams. One
student comes to the board and
has to draw the idiom for his/her
teammates to guess. You may
wish to assign 1 point for saying
the idiom, and an extra point for
using it in a sentence.

14
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10

11

12

13

14

Words,
words,
words
1-2-3

Grammar
and
Structures
1

Grammar
and
Structures
2-3
Drama
activities
and games
1-2-3

Drama
activities
and games
1-2-3

Encourage your students to
create their own cards.
Elicit with them the possible
KEY WORDS to define each of
the words below.
PLAYWRIGHT / SCRIPT /
PLAY / ACTOR/ACTRESS /
MASTERPIECE / SKULL /
REHEARSAL / DIRECTOR /
CHARACTER /INTERMISSION
/ WIG / COSTUME / SCRIPT /
STAGE / SCENE

Old English versus Modern
English
Get students to match the old
English extracts from Romeo
and Juliet with their modern
English equivalents.
Then ask students to identify
who says what, and to label the
utterances with J for Juliet and
R for Romeo. You will be able
to use these lines in the Drama
Games section. Activity 14.

Multiple choice

Answers may vary.
The language used by your students will also vary according to
their speaking abilities.

1. What light through yonder window breaks? = What light is
that in the window over there?
2. Deny thy father and refuse thy name! = Deny your father and
give up your name!
3. Or if thou wilt not, be but sworn my love and I’ll no longer be
a Capulet. = Or if you won’t, just say you love me and I’ll stop
being a Capulet
4. Tis but thy name that is my enemy. = It’s only your name that
is my enemy.
5. Thou are thyself, even if you were not a Montague. = You’d be
yourself even if you ceased to be a Montague
6. So Romeo would, were he not Romeo called, retain that dear
perfection which he owes. = So even if Romeo had some other
name, he would still be perfect.
7. Call me but “Love”, and I’ll be new baptized =Just call me
“Love” and that will be my new name.
8. Are thou not Romeo and a Montague? = Aren’t you Romeo
and a Montague?
9. Neither, fair maid, if either thee dislike. = I won’t be either,
beautiful girl, if you don’t like them.
10. Dost thou love me? = Do you love me?

16

1.c / 2. a / 3.a / 4.b / 5.a / 6.b / 7.c

17

Speakers’ Corners
You can relate this activity to
British Culture. And ask them to
search about this topic.
Romeo and Juliet: Balcony
Scene in Modern English. Cut
out, re-order and act out.
Elicit from students what they
know about the balcony scene
in Romeo and Juliet. Get them
to read the summary in Activity
14 and then get in pairs. They
should cut out one set of the
modern English versions of the
scene lines and try to use them
in dialogue to reconstruct the
scene. Get pairs to act it out in
front of the class.

15

18

19

versions will vary
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15

Drama
activities
and games
1-2-3

Playing Othello. How much do
you know about this tragedy?
You are provided with an extract
from the script of the play. Read
it with your students, decide on
the characters, their feelings and
ask them to ACT IT OUT!

TIP: One character is explaining the others Othello’s tragedy.
You can decide on the number of characters according to your
group’s needs. That’s why they are only divided into questions
and answers with no lines particularly assigned.

20

AFTER WATCHING ACTIVITIES
Characters
1-2-3

Personality Traits
Students match the descriptions
to the corresponding character.

Miss Rachel: A - K - J / Juliet: C - D - I / William: B - G /
Henry: H - F / John: E / Beatrice: L

22

17

Characters
1-2-3

Whose line is it?
Ask students to identify who
said each line. Then you can
ask more advanced students
to recreate the part of the
story where that line is used by
improvising dialogue.

a. John / a. Miss Rachel / b. Henry / c. William / d. Juliet /
e. Beatrice

23

18

Characters
2-3

Characters NOW & THEN

Answers may vary.

24

19

The Story
1-2-3

Play Analysis: Get students to
analyse the elements in the play
they have seen.

The Story
2-3

The Play on Social Media.
Students discuss the KEY
moments of the play and write/
post possible hashtags on
Instagram!

#Ihateschool, #MissRachelthoughttheletterwasreal, etc.
Answers may vary.

26

21

The Story
1-2-3

Modern Movies & Shakespeare
Students can search the web to
look for plots and characters.
Assign a play/movie to each
group and they have to explain
similarities in plot.

Hamlet: The Lion King
Romeo and Juliet: Shakespeare In Love
The Taming of the Shrew: 10 Things I Hate About You
A Midsummer Night’s Dream: Get Over It
Twelfth Night: She’s The Man
Othello: O

27

22

Words,
words,
words
1

GAME - PIGGY GOES!
Make your own game cards with
your students.

Use the vocabulary list at the beginning of this workpack to help
you decide on the words you want to revise with your students.

28

16

20

23

Words,
words,
words
1-2-3

25

Divide your students into two
groups. One member from
group A comes to the board and
picks a sentence from the slips
you cut out. He/She has to draw
as many lines as words there
are in the sentence. Set a timer,
he/ she has to mime for his/her
partners to guess. The group
that guesses the full sentence in
the time given scores a point.

29
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24

25

26

27

Words,
words,
words
1-2-3

Grammar
and
Structures
1-2-3
Grammar
and
Structures
3

Grammar
and
Structures
2-3

WordSearch
Students have to find TEN words
related to Shakespeare’s life.
The word list is provided here so
it is your choice to share it with
your students before or after
solving the exercise.

Writing a Play Review
You may find activity 19 helpful
for this written activity.

COMEDY / GLOBETHEATRE / HAMLET / MACBETH /
OTHELLO / PLAY / PLAYWRIGHT / ROMEOANDJULIET
SONNETS / TRAGEDY
R

Z

R

M

H

K

V

Q

N

P

N

O

D

H

F

A

F

X

Z

U

E

X

L

Q

F

B

M

X

T

R

T

M

F

Y

Z

T

A

I

O

G

M

P

O
L

A

K

T

E
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P
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H
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T
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D
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H
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H
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H
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H

W
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H
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T
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D
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T
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F
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T

E
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N

O
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X

E

L
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S
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Z
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D
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D
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E

I
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B

B

S
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V
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Z

O

C

T

C

S

Z

B

R

C

T

Y

C

Y

J

Y

U

Y

D

N

30

Answers may vary.

31

Shakespearean grammar
Learning about the grammar
Shakespeare used.

Answers may vary.

32

Unusual Things could have
happened!
Conditional Type 3
Ask a student to leave the room.
While that person is out of the
room you and the rest of the class
decide on something very unusual
that could have happened while
watching the play. A good example
is two characters get married, a
light explodes, basically whatever
the students can suggest.
Then, the person who has left the
room comes back in and asks each
student in turn only one question and
the full question is ‘What would you
have done if this had happened?’ (as
this student was out, he does not
know what unusual situation you are
talking about).
And each student in turn
answers in a full sentence for
example, ‘If this had happened,
I would have bought some
flowers’, etc.
Now, they mustn’t mention
the names of anyone involved
because at the end the student
who is guessing has to work out
what happened to whom and,
if they can’t, you can go round
again with new answers.
[As this is for speaking practice,
the students should use
the contracted form for the
conditional grammar - ‘If this’d
happened, I’d ‘ve bought some
flowers.’

Answers may vary.

33
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Drama
Games and
Activities
1-2-3

Students place their chairs in a
circle, with the “KING/ QUEEN’s
THRONE” placed in the
middle of the circle. One student
sits on it and starts retelling an
aspect of the play they have
seen. When he runs out of
ideas, and if at least one minute
has elapsed, he says “NEW
KING/
NEW QUEEN” so that everyone
moves around to find a new
chair. The KING or QUEEN who
sits on the empty THRONE
goes on with the retelling of the
play, and so on. Everyone in the
class MUST contribute to this
activity so that the whole play is
retold. Note: The KING/QUEEN
can also wear a crown to give
this activity a more dramatic
effect.

As explained before, when the Queen /King has talked for
a minute, everyone stands up and tries to find a place to sit.
Counting the chair in the center, there should be the same
number of students as chairs, so that someone will always have
to sit in the throne. It’s always a good idea to use a timer, to add
enthusiasm to the activity.

34

29

Drama
Games and
Activities
1-2-3

Performing the characters
Write the names of the
Shakexperience characters on
slips of paper and put them in a
hat/container.
Ask students to work solo or in
pairs. Each person or pair picks
a character from the hat. After
1 minute preparation the solo
student or the pair will perform a
selected scene from the play.

Encourage students to use the vocabulary seen in the Words,
Words, Words section.

35

30

Drama
Games and
Activities
1-2-3

28

31

Suggested
Activity
1-2-3

Bodies in Action!
Encourage your students to
recreate a scene from the play
with body language.
They might need time to discuss
and prepare this first.
LISTENING
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=5vM_8E7vut4
Watch the TED talk with your
students following this guideline.
Play the video twice. Tell
students that you will first play
it in sections, pausing after the
speaker has discussed each
of the plays in the table to give
them time to take notes. Then
play it again without pausing and
tell students to note down any
relevant points they may have
missed on the first listening.
Ask students to discuss their
notes in pairs, comparing and
contrasting information and
discussing the accuracy of their
own notes. Discuss the answers
with the whole group.

36

Henry V: How we can use language to motivate people and
work together to achieve an objective. Othello: Trust people who
speak from the heart, not those who are confident speakers but
lack honesty.
The Tempest: Whatever new things we want to explore, we
have to keep our minds open – imagination and understanding
must expand with our ambition.
Hamlet: When you are in a difficult situation, be inventive
– don’t let the pressure of the moment get in the way of
imaginative thinking.
The most important lesson: Imagination is crucial for
everything in life, especially in crucial moments. Shakespeare
can help us see how imagination is important.
‘Don’t grow out of your imagination. The world is complicated.
The pace of change is just scary. Imagination multiplies our
options.’

37
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